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Disclaimer
●

The information in this presentation is very
sensitive and controversial. Viewers should use
their judgment and intuition to discern the
information. None of the information and
advices in this presentation are meant as
substitutes for professional medical advice or
legal advice.

Welcome to My First Seminar
●

Why do my first seminar on the financial
system?
–

The financial system affects everyone.

–

We are about to experience another economic
crisis like the 2008 economic crisis.

–

I'm just sick and tired of banks stealing our money
and destroying our economy.

My Background and Expertise
●

●

I'm an artist, visionary, critical thinker, freedom
lover, and spiritual person (not religious). If you
combine a visionary, artist, scientist, and
philosopher into one, you would get someone
who thinks like me.
I'm not an expert in anything but knowledgeable
in health and wellness, spiritual science, energy
mechanics, esoteric knowledge, secret
societies, conspiracy, law (Natural Law, contract
law, trust law, common law, etc.), advanced
technology, cryptocurrency, finance, and history.

●

●

●

●

I'm not a leader but a teacher/student. I love to
learn so feel free to share information with me.
I'm not perfect so I will eventually make
mistakes. If you find out that I made a mistake,
please let me know so I can fix it.
I'm a self-learner. Most of the information I
teach is from my own research. Some of it is
from other people sharing information with me.
I do not like attention. I prefer to just write and
stay in the background. But since not enough
people are speaking out, I have to step up to
the plate.

What Makes My Seminar Unique?
●

●

I reveal problems in a way that people can
understand, but I also show effective solutions
to solve the those problems.
I'm not afraid to tell it like it is, even if it makes
people uncomfortable or angry. To free people's
mind, I have to break down their current belief
system and that will make them feel
uncomfortable. Why? Because our current
belief system is based on lies. If I'm not making
most people feel uncomfortable, then I'm not
doing my job.

What is My Goal?
●

My goal is to teach you empowering and
esoteric knowledge to empower you to become
a light warrior (a spiritual being with great
vitality, courage, virtue, honor, love, and
wisdom).

The Topics I Will Be Talking About
in this Seminar
●

Money

●

Currency

●

Inflation

●

Debt Fraud

●

The Banksters

●

Federal Laws
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA)
– Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)
Natural Law
–

●

Let Us Start with a Short Video
About the Secrets of the Modern
Banking System
●

●

To watch The Biggest Scam in the History of
Mankind: Hidden Secrets of Money visit the link
below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFDe5kUUyT0

Highlighting Some of the Key Issues in
The Biggest Scam in the History of
Mankind: Hidden Secrets of Money
●

●

●

●

The video we just watch is basically telling us that
the current central banking system is stealing money
from us through inflation (hidden tax on the public),
debt, and taxes.
The current central banking system creates “money”
out of thin air and is a debt-based monetary system.
A debt-based monetary system needs debt to
survive and has a finite life. In other words, it will
eventually collapse!
The value of a currency is dependent on the people.
We, the people, give currency its value, not the
banks.

What is the Federal Reserve?
●

●

●

The Federal Reserve (Fed) is a private central
bank owned and controlled by the International
Banksters.
The Federal Reserve is a CRIMINAL banking
system created for the purpose of enslaving the
American people with debt and destroying their
economy.
The Federal Reserve is NOT federal and has
little reserve. It is a private corporation
controlled by the International Banksters.

●

Here is a quote from FederalReserve.gov about
the Federal Reserve banking system: “The 12
regional Federal Reserve Banks, which were
established by the Congress as the operating
arms of the nation's central banking system, are
organized similarly to private corporations ...”

Who Own the Federal Reserve?
●

There are believed to be over 300 people or banks that are
stockholders of the Federal Reserve. According to Thomas D.
Schauf, author of America's Hope: To Cancel Your Bank Loans
Without Going to Court, the top owners of the Federal Reserve
are:
–

The Rothschild Bank of London

–

The Warburg Bank of Hamburg

–

The Rothschild Bank of Berlin

–

The Lehman Brothers of New York

–

The Lazard Brothers of Paris

–

The Kuhn Loeb Bank of New York

–

The Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy

–

The Goldman Sachs of New York

–

The Warburg Bank of Amsterdam

–

The Chase Manhattan Bank of New York

Who are the International
Banksters?
●

●

●

The International Banksters are wealthy
criminal bankers who control most of the
Western banks and some Eastern banks.
When you add a banker and a gangster
together, you get a bankster (banker +
gangster). Do not let their professional looks
and $10,000 suits fool you.
The International Banksters are often members
of secret societies (i.e., the Illuminati, the
Jesuits, the Zionists, the Nazis, the Knights
Templar, the Skull & Bones).

How “Money” is Created Today
●

●

●

Before I explain how money is created today, we need to
first know the definition of two terms, which are “legal” and
“lawful.”
Lawful. In accordance with the law of the land; according
to the law; permitted, sanctioned, or justified by law.
"Lawful" properly implies a thing conformable to or
enjoined by law; (A Dictionary of Law 1893)
Legal. Latin legalis. Pertaining to the understanding, the
exposition, the administration, the science and the practice
of law: as, the legal profession, legal advice; legal blanks,
newspaper. Implied or imputed in law. Opposed to actual.
"Legal" looks more to the letter, and "Lawful" to the spirit,
of the law. "Legal" is more appropriate for conformity to
positive rules of law; "Lawful" for accord with ethical
principle. ... 2 Abbott's Law Dict. 24. (A Dictionary of Law
1893)

●

●

●

In simple terms, something that is lawful is
above something that is legal. If something is
legal, it does not necessarily mean that it is
lawful.
For example, killing someone is unlawful but
can be legal. Lawful is more about natural rights
(God given rights) and legal is more about
rights given by man or the government.
To make it less confusing, let us look at the
difference between a legal term and a lawful
term, so that we can learn how to use them to
defend our rights.

●

●

●

The word “traveling” is a lawful term and the
word “driving” is a legal term. Traveling is a
natural right and therefore you cannot be
arrested for traveling. On the other hand,
driving is a privilege.
If a cop pulls you over and you consent to be
“driving,” the cop can legally arrest you for
breaking traffic statutes.
Since you now know the difference between
lawful and legal, let us turn our attention back to
how banks create and lend money.

●

●

Shortly after the Federal Reserve (Fed) was
established in the USA in 1913, the
International Banksters changed the process of
how banks lent money to the American people
and the rest of the world.
The International Banksters did this by
removing the gold backed US dollar and
replaced it with fiat currency backed by the
good faith and credit of the American people.
This crime against the American people made
every American a slave for the International
Banksters.

●

●

●

Today, local banks do not actually lend out
lawful money, but instead lend out notes or
checks that are backed by a promise to pay.
Before lending out these notes or checks, the
borrower has to sign documents that have
terms and conditions written on them along with
a price tag (the amount of money the borrower
agrees to pay back).
A more specific name for these documents is
“negotiable contracts,” “loan agreements,” or
“promissory notes.” Once you sign a loan
agreement, which is a contract, it binds you to
the terms and conditions of that agreement.

●

●

●

What banks do not tell you is that when you
sign the loan agreement or promissory note,
you are giving value to that note, because it is
backed by your promise to pay. In other words,
a promissory note can also be money.
One thing you must know about a valid
agreement (contract) is that it is a mutual
agreement. A mutual agreement cannot be valid
without full disclosure.
All bank loan agreements today are NOT
mutual agreements, because they do not come
with full disclosure. As a result, bank loan
agreements are fraudulent.

●

●

●

How is a bank loan agreement fraudulent you may
ask? Because once you sign a loan agreement, it
becomes a valid promissory note. The local bank
then deposits your promissory note into its account
as money, which is actually your money.
The local bank uses your promissory note to
exchange for credits in your transaction account,
and thereby creating new money.
After the transaction, the local bank turns around
and lend you that same money as a bank loan. Did
the bank tell you ahead of time that it was going to
lend you your own money? Did you agree to allow
the bank to lend you your own money? If your
honest answer is “no,” then it was not a mutual
agreement.

●

●

●

What the local bank did is fraud because it is
lending you your own money. By lending you your
own money, the local bank is making 100 percent
profit every time you pay your monthly payment.
If you add the interest into the equation, the local
bank is making more than 100 percent profit. This is
how banks are stealing your money without your
knowledge.
For evidence of what I just said, read page 6-7 of
Modern Money Mechanics by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago. On page 6-7, you will find a
sentence that reads “What they do when they make
loans is to accept promissory notes in exchange for
credits to the borrowers' transaction accounts.”
When the sentence above refers to “they,” it is
referring to banks.

●

●

According to Thomas D. Schauf, the sentence in
quotations in the previous paragraph reads,
“credits in the borrower's transaction account”
instead of “credits to the borrowers' transaction
accounts.” The book Modern Money Mechanics
has gone through a few revisions since it was
published in 1961, so the original words may have
been changed.
Two things you need to know about a bank deposit
is that when you deposit cash in a bank, you are
depositing money that you earned in the past.
When you deposit a promissory note, you are
depositing the value of your future earnings and
having it return to you as a bank loan. This means
that the bank is receiving your promissory note and
future payment for free.

●

●

Banks cannot lawfully take a promissory note
from us, deposit it, and claim it is their property
without our permission, authorization, and
knowledge. To commit this action is a violation of
contract law. The banks of today are nothing
more than CRIMINAL organizations!
When it comes to a mortgage loan, banks will
often securitize it and sell it as a security on the
stock exchange. However, banks usually sell it
with hundreds of other mortgage loans. The
specific term for these mortgage loans is
mortgage-backed securities, which are securities
that are secured by mortgages.

●

●

●

Banks sell mortgage loans as mortgage-backed
securities because they know these loans are
fraudulent. By selling them to other investors, banks
can relieve themselves from certain obligations,
while at the same time make a lot of money.
Banks also purchase an insurance policy for most of
their loans, so that if borrowers default on these
loans, banks can collect even more money from the
insurance company.
Furthermore, if borrowers used these loans to
purchase a car, a house, or something with great
value and cannot pay their monthly payment, the
banks will eventually take them to court and try to
take their properties, so that banks can sell the
properties for more money.

●

●

●

The process of how local banks creates and
lends money is all based on trickery and
deception.
Local banks do not actually lend lawful money,
because they are often lending us our own
money. Since they are lending unlawful money
and are committing fraud, these actions nullify
their loan contracts and thus there is no debt!
Do you realize now why banks are CRIMINAL
organizations?

Did You Know All Debts are Prepaid
and Fraudulent?
●

●

●

To find out why debts related to banks are
prepaid and fraudulent, we need to turn our
attention to how our birth certificates are used
to enslave us.
Through our birth certificates, which are bonds
that are traded as securities in the stock
market, all of our current debts and future debts
are pretty much prepaid.
When the government securitizes our birth
certificates, it also converts them into public
trusts.

●

●

●

In the USA, the government agency that is
responsible for turning our birth certificates into
securities is the Depository Trust Company (DTC).
The DTC securitizes our birth certificates by giving
each one a cusip number and then selling them to
the Federal Reserve (Fed).
The Fed then uses our birth certificates as
collateral for our personal debts and the national
debt of our country. Through this trickery, all bank
debts are prepaid and fraudulent.
This trickery also allows the government to legally
claim us as their “properties,” and therefore
everything that we produce is technically theirs
until we claim our rights and learn how to dispute
the legal system.

●

●

●

If you want proof that your birth certificate is a
bond, hire a stock broker or find someone who
knows how to convert the numbers and letters
on your birth certificate into its cusip number.
Once you get the cusip number for your birth
certificate, you can use it to find how much your
birth certificate is worth on the stock market.
The hidden agenda behind the birth certificate
is to energetically bind your body and soul
to corporations and claim you as a “product”
to be sold for profit.

●

●

●

Our birth certificates actually have nothing to do
with us other than the share of profits generated
by them. These profit shares are delivered by
way of coupon bonds or payment vouchers and
are issued to us as monthly statements.
In simpler terms, these coupon bonds are
known as bills (i.e., electricity bill, water bill).
These bills are not actually true bills but are
statements.
According to Judge Dale, the author of The
Great American Adventure: The Secrets of
America, when we receive a monthly “bill” from
a bank or utility company, it is actually not a true
bill. Instead, it is a statement.

●

●

●

A statement documents what was due and
paid, whereas a true bill shows only what is
due. In other words, each time we pay a utility
bill, we are paying a bill that has already been
paid by our trusts.
The actual name for these trusts is called the
Cestui Que Trust. This is the trust that the
government created using our birth certificates,
which are used to finance the trust.
According to Judge Dale, banks and utility
companies have direct access to our Cestui
Que Trust and all they needed is our name,
social security number and signature.

●

●

One very important thing you need to
understand about your birth certificate is that
the legal name on your birth certificate is not
the real you, because the real you is made of
flesh and blood. Instead, the legal name is used
to represent the corporate you (the fictional
version of you), which is why it is written in all
CAPS.
If you look at your driver’s license or any
government document issued to you, your legal
name will always be written in all CAPS. Names
are not living, breathing people, but instead are
symbols of things.

Federal Reserve Note (Currency)
Versus Money
●

●

●

A Federal Reserve Note is a liability. A liability is a
bank debt or an IOU. Therefore, a Federal Reserve
Note is a debt or an IOU.
Since a Federal Reserve Note is debt, every time
banks lend out loans or checks backed by Federal
Reserve Notes, they are adding more debt into the
economy. Guess who has to pay the interest of the
debt (national debt). We the people! This is how
the International Banksters steal our money
without our knowledge.
Do you realize now why central banks love debt
and the debt-based monetary system?

●

●

If you want proof that Federal Reserve Notes are debt instruments or
IOUs, look at the top of the one dollar bill image above and you
should see the phrase “FEDERAL RESERVE NOTE.” The term “note”
is another name for “debt” or “IOU.”
At the left-hand side below the term “THE UNITED” there is another
phrase that reads, “THIS NOTE IS LEGAL TENDER FOR ALL
DEBTS, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.” Also, notice that the term “THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA” is written in all CAPS. Whenever
you see this, it is referring to the corporation of the USA, not the
country.

●

●

●

A Federal Reserve Note is also a currency.
According to Mike Maloney, currency is a
medium of exchange and a unit of account, and
is portable, durable, divisible, and
interchangeable.
As for money, it has all those features of
currency too except that money has a store of
value over a long period of time.
Two great examples of money are gold and
silver. Unlike paper currency, gold and silver are
very hard to counterfeit, and therefore their
store of value lasts for a very long time. Paper
currency's store of value is often short due to
the fact that it can easily be printed.

Other Ways the Banksters and Their
Banks Steal Our Money
●

Before I expose other ways that banks steal our money
behind our backs, let us review the previous methods that
banks used to unlawfully steal our money:
–

Birth certificate

–

Printing money (i.e., quantitative easing (QE), bank
bailouts)

–

Loan agreements (contracts)

–

Promissory notes

–

Unlawful taxes

–

Inflation

–

Debt

●

Here are other ways that the Banksters and
their banks unlawfully steal our money:
Hidden fees
– Late charges
– Income tax
– Stock manipulation
The stock market is one of the Banksters'
favorite ways to steal our money. The stock
market is rigged by the Banksters to a certain
point. This allows them to engineer stock
market crashes.
–

●

●

When they engineer a stock market crash, they
can profit billions of dollars from it.

●

●

●

Once you know the secrets of the banking
cartels, you should know that the current
economic crisis is being engineered by the
Banksters. The Great Depression of the 1930s
was also engineered by them.
Another popular method they used to steal our
money is income tax which is unlawful. Did you
know that most of our income taxes are not
being used to pay off our national debt?
Most of the money collected from our income
taxes ends up in the Vatican bank and other
banks affiliated with the Vatican, such as the
Bank of England, which is owned by the
Rothschild family.

●

●

●

Contrary to what we have been told, our income
tax is NOT being used to pay off our national
debt.
Most of it is being used to finance the dark
agendas of the International Banksters,
especially their so called “War on Terror” and
“holy wars,” which are phony wars engineered
by them to spread tyranny and control.
Inflation is also one of the Banksters' favorite
ways to steal our money. Inflation is nothing
more than a hidden tax on the public. Let me
explain why it is a hidden tax.

●

●

●

●

When central banks (i.e., Federal Reserve) print
currency out of thin air and put it into circulation,
what they are doing is expanding the money
supply.
This currency is also known as fiat money, which is
“money” with no intrinsic value. In other words, the
fiat money that they printed has very little value.
Once they put the fiat money into circulation and it
is used by the people, then the fiat money
becomes valuable. The fiat money gains its value
by absorbing the value of the money that is already
in circulation and being used by the people.
Nowadays, central banks rarely prints fiat money,
because they can just type in a bunch of numbers
into a computer.

●

●

By reducing the purchasing power of a
currency, businesses using that currency will
have to increase the price of their goods and
services. Otherwise they will eventually go
bankrupt, because it will cost them more money
to produce goods and services.
This process of increasing prices due to the
devaluation of a currency is known as inflation.
Guess who has to pay for the extra price? We
the people!

●

●

●

●

The value of a country's currency is mostly
dependent on the people who used their energy to
create goods and services for that country.
In other words, it is the people's energy that makes
their country's currency valuable. It has nothing to
do with injecting more money into the current
money supply.
If printing fiat money out of thin air is the answer to
economic problems, no countries would be poor
because they can just print money to pay off their
debts.
Guess who benefit from the process of printing
money out of thin air? Central banks! It is basically
free money for central banks.

●

●

Since our currency (Federal Reserve Note) is
debt, whenever more Federal Reserve Notes
are put into circulation, the national debt
increases, making the Banksters richer due to
more money being collected from the interest of
the national debt.
Inflation is not a natural thing but is artificially
created when central banks print more fiat
money. Once you understand how this process
works, you should know that inflation is nothing
more than a hidden tax on the public.

The Secret Organization that Controls
the Financial System of the USA
●

●

●

The Illuminati is the secret organization that
controls the financial system of the USA.
Many high level members of the Illuminati are
“Jewish” bankers. It is important to know that these
Jewish bankers are NOT your common Jewish
people, because they are actually Khazars. Some
people like to call them Ashkenazi Jews.
The Khazar people used to live in the country
called Khazaria (roughly 500-1000 AD). One of the
wealthiest Khazar families is the Rothschilds. The
Rothschild family is one of the 13 Bloodlines of the
Illuminati.

The 13 Bloodlines of the Illuminati
According to Fritz Springmeier, author of Bloodlines of the Illuminati, the 13
bloodlines of the Illuminati are:
1. The Astor Bloodline
2. The Bundy Bloodline
3. The Collins Bloodline
4. The DuPonts Bloodline
5. The Freeman Bloodline
6. The Kennedy Bloodline
7. The Li Bloodline
8. The Onassis Bloodline
9. The Reynolds Bloodline
10.The Rockefeller Bloodline
11.The Rothschild Bloodline
12.The Russell Bloodline
13.The Van Duyn Bloodline

Evidence that the Illuminati Controls the
Financial System of the USA

●

On the left-hand side of the back of the one dollar bill,
there is a symbol called the “Great Seal.” At the top of the
symbol there is an illuminated triangle with an eye in it.
This symbol, which is often refer to as the “all-seeing eye”
is the symbol of power for the Illuminati.

●

●

●

The Illuminati is a secret society. All secret
societies have secret symbols that they used to
communicate. They operate like street gangs
but are a lot more organized and powerful.
Like street gangs, secret societies like to mark
their territories with signs and symbols to let
others know that they own a property or a
territory.
By marking the one dollar bill with the all-seeing
eye, the Illuminati is telling us that they control
the financial system of the USA.

Breaking Down the Hidden Codes
on the Back of the One Dollar Bill
The all-seeing eye at the top of the
unfinished pyramid is sometimes
refer to as the Eye of Horus. Horus is
an Egyptian god who was the son of
Osiris and Isis. Horus is often viewed
as the god of the rising sun and the
symbol and personification of light,
because in Egyptian religion, the right
eye of Horus was the sun or morning
star that represents power. This is
why Horus is sometimes refer to as
Lucifer. The definition of Lucifer is not
what most people think it is. Lucifer
literally means "light bringing," which
can be translated as “bringer of light”
or the “bearer of light.” Lucifer is not
the Devil or a fallen angel.

Above the all-seeing eye, there is
the phrase Annuit Coeptis. This
phrase or Latin motto is often
translated as “He (God) is favorable
to our undertakings.” However,
according to Jordan Maxwell, the
word Annuit is translated as “our
enterprise” and the word Coeptis is
translated as “crowned with
success.” Together the two words
means “our enterprise is now a
success.” To find out what
enterprise they are talking about,
look at the bottom of the Great Seal
and you should see the phrase
Novus Ordo Seclorum, which
translates as the “new order of the
world” or the “new world order.”

Let us turn our attention to the
unfinished pyramid. If you count
the stairs on the pyramid, you
should get 13 stairs. Also, notice
that the phrase Annuit Coeptis has
13 letters. The number 13 is a very
important number in the religion of
secret societies. At the bottom of
the pyramid, there is the Roman
numerals MDCCLXXVI. When
decoded, they add up to 1776.
Most historians agree that the year
1776 was the year the USA
officially declared its
independence from Great Britain.
1776 was also the year that the
Bavarian Illuminati was founded.

If you look at the right-hand side
of the back of the one dollar bill,
you should see another symbol,
which has an eagle in it. Some
researchers of secret societies
believe it is actually a phoenix.
This symbol also has the
number 13 encoded in it. If you
look closely at the symbol, you
should see the eagle holding a
branch with 13 leaves. There
are also 13 berries on the
leaves. On the other leg, the
eagle is holding 13 arrows.
Plus, there are 13 stars above
the eagle's head and 13 stripes
on the shield.

If you look closely at the 13 stars
above the eagle's head, you
should see a 6-pointed star, also
known as the Hexagram or the
Star of David. The Hexagram is a
masonic symbol that the Zionists
start using in the late 1800s to
represent their secret society.
This symbol does not really have
much to do with the common
Jewish people. Why are secret
societies so obsessed with
masonic symbols, numerology,
and secret codes? Because
these symbols and codes can
affect your mind to a certain
point. Just like how subliminal
messages can affect your mind to
a certain degree.

Symbols of Some of the Well-Known
Secret Societies
The Illuminati

The Skull & Bones

The Zionist

The Nazi

The Freemason

The Jesuit

The Knights Templar

Together, these 9 secret
societies (note: there are some
that are not listed here) are
known as the New World Order
(NWO). It is important to know
that some of these secret
societies have more than one
factions and not every faction
wants to enslave humanity.

The Bohemian Grove

The all-seeing eye on a building.

Did you know that George Washington
was a Freemason? The George
Washington Masonic National Memorial
in Alexandria, Virginia, USA was built to
honor this Freemason who was the 1st
president of the USA.

Do you remember the Knights Templar's symbol earlier? If you look closely at
the Pope's clothing, you should see 4 Knights Templar's symbols on his clothe.
The Pope has strong ties with the Knights Templar.

The red cross is a masonic symbol. Notice how the British flag has the same symbol?
The British flag actually has two crosses or double-cross, which is a very popular
masonic symbol. We all know how it feels to be double-crossed!

Notice how the American flag has masonic stars and 13 stripes?

The cross on churches is another masonic symbol. Notice how the cross on the
right has a circle. The circle represents the sun that rises in the East and sets in
the West. All churches are controlled by secret societies! You might want to really
think about that before signing your soul over to the church.

Aerial view of Washington DC

The shape in red and blue above is known as the Pentagram. It is used by
some secret societies in dark magic rituals.

Notice the all-seeing eye in the
CBS logo below?

Look closely at the circle object below and
you should see the number 666 hidden in it.

The Eye of Horus is the
logo of Time Warner Cable.

Walmart 5-pointed star is now a 6-pointed star, which
represents the Hexagram.

Most Western celebrities are Illuminati puppets. I do not have much respect for them since
they are a bunch of sellouts. In the images below, there is Drake, Lady Gaga and Justin
Bieber doing the Eye of Horus hand sign. The hand sign that Justin Bieber and Lady Gaga
are doing also contains the number 666 (A.K.A. the okay hand sign). At the bottom right,
there is Jay Z and Denzel Washington doing the Freemason hand sign.

The popular eagle and shield with 13 stripes and masonic stars.

Why Am I Telling You All This?
●

●

To let you know that your life and future are
controlled by secret societies, and to make you
aware that they are planning to collapse the Western
economy. Because of this, it would be wise for you
to stock up on at least a week's supply of food
and water, and invest some of your money in gold
and silver in case they are successful at collapsing
the Western economy.
To find ways to overcome a problem, you need to
first become aware that it even exists. No matter
how big a problem is, 99.9 percent of the time there
is an effective solution. I will show you some
effective solutions near the end of this presentation.

●

●

●

Every major system of our society, including but
not limited to the financial, political, education,
religious, media, entertainment, legal,
corporate, military, and technology system is
controlled by secret societies.
The main reasons why secret societies are able
to infiltrate and control all major levels of our
society are because we ignore them and allow
them to do so.
Remember, we the people are the ones with the
real power. Without our support and
participation, secret societies and their
government cannot thrive and succeed at
controlling us.

How to Become Debt Free
●

●

●

Since you now know how corrupt the financial system
is, if you are currently not paying your debt, do not feel
ashamed. Instead, be proud of yourself because you
are standing up against financial fraud and resisting
the NWO.
Anyone who is paying their debt and have a good
credit rating is being a good little slave for the
International Banksters. Why would you want to
support a system that wants to destroy your future and
the future of your kids?
Do NOT stop paying your debt until you learn how
to stand up for your rights. Banks will come after
you and try to take you to court. In my second
seminar, I will show you how to defend your rights
more effectively.

●

●

One of the first things you need to do to free yourself from
debt is to learn about laws related to the debt industry and
how the legal system work. Knowing these things will help
you organize an effective plan to stop debt collectors and
the court from taking your money.
Three great books to read to help you comprehend how
the debt industry and the legal system work are:
1. America's Hope: To Cancel Your Bank Loans Without
Going to Court by Thomas D. Schauf
2. The American Voters Vs the Banking System by
Thomas D. Schauf
3. The Great American Adventure: The Secrets of America
by Judge Dale

●

●

One of the most important laws you need to know is
contract law, which is a body of laws that regulate
obligations established by oral or written agreements
(express or implied) between two or more persons or
entities.
According to Thomas D. Schauf, a loan contract needs to
have the 6 following essential elements:
1. An agreement with mutual understanding
2. Competent parties
3. Based on the approval, willingness, of both parties
4. Supported by consideration (money); the lender has to
give up money to the borrower.
5. Made for a lawful purpose
6. In legal form. An agreement must have full
disclosure of material facts.

●

●

If you understand that central banks create
money out of thin air and local banks often loan
you back your own money (promissory note),
then you should know that their loan
agreements are not valid. In other words, you
have no obligation to pay banks any money.
When you default on a loan, the original creditor
will often sell it to debt collectors or junk debt
buyers. The original creditor does not mind
selling it because they usually have an
insurance policy on the loan. By selling it, they
can make even more money.

●

●

When junk debt buyers purchase defaulted
loans, they pay pennies on the dollar to the
original creditor or the seller to get the evidence
of the debts. They then turn around and try to
collect 100 percent of the money owed on the
debt plus interest and fees.
One very important thing you need to know
about junk debt buyers is that when they
purchase the evidence of the debt from the
original creditor, the evidence often does not
include the loan agreement, the original
application, the signature of the borrower, or the
complete accounting.

●

●

●

Debt buyers know that when they purchase bad
debts, they are purchasing evidence for
accounts that often contain many errors, such
as false identities and false amounts.
Sometimes the statute of limitation for collection
on these debts has passed or the debts have
already been charged off in bankruptcies.
These problems are why people have been
sued twice or more for the same debt.
Sometimes they are even sued for a debt that is
not theirs.

●

●

●

The dirty little secret of the debt collection
industry is that they have no legal or lawful right
to make you pay them money for a debt they
claimed is yours, because they do not have the
original loan agreement (contract).
If they take you to court without having a copy
of the original loan agreement, they have no
standing, which is why they like to trick you into
paying them using fear tactics.
If a debt buyer or debt collector is successful at
collecting the money owed on a debt, they will
sometimes sell the debt to the next junk debt
buyer whom then goes after the consumer
again.

●

●

●

Many people believe that the debt collection
industry is necessary because bad debts will
harm the economy by making credit less
available. This is nothing more than a big fat lie!
Local banks these days do not lend lawful
money. They actually lend you your own money
by turning your promissory note into money,
and then lending it back to you as a loan.
Central banks on the other hand, creates
money out of thin air.
Debt buyers and debt collectors do not get
involve in collection activity until the debt has
defaulted and the original creditor has stopped
attempting to collect the debt.

●

●

●

Once the debt is charged off, the original
creditor will either assign it to a debt collector to
see if the debt collector can convince the
alleged borrower to pay the money owed on the
debt, or they will bundle it up with other debts
and sell them to debt buyers.
During the process of charging off the debt, the
original creditor will claim a tax credit for the
loss on their taxes.
By law, within 120 days after the debt is
defaulted, the original creditor has to charge it
off for bookkeeping reasons.

●

●

●

If there is an insurance on the account (debt),
they will collect the insurance money during this
process. Once this process is over, they are no
longer involved with the collection process.
When the original creditor sells the debt, they
often do not include the original contract,
because they often do not have it. This is why
they sell the evidence of the debt to debt
buyers.
Debt buyers and debt collectors often do not
have the original account number or original
contract, so they often use their own account
number that they made up.

●

Debt collectors and debt buyers will sometimes
even claim that they are the original creditor.
These debt investors are a bunch of SCAM
ARTISTS, so do not play nice with them.

Important Things You Should Know
About the Debt System
●

●

Once the original creditor charges off the debt, they no
longer can legally be a party of interest in any lawsuit
related to the debt. Therefore, no attorney can claim
that he or she is representing the original creditor. To
find out if your debt has been charged off, look at your
credit report. If the original creditor sold the debt to
investors, it voids the loan agreement and therefore you
have no obligation to pay them.
Attorneys are not really there to help you to eliminate
debt because they are officer of the court. Their
allegiance is to the court and their job is to create
revenue for the court. Attorneys are actually foreign
agents, because they are agents of the Crown Temple,
the secret society that controls the Crown of England.

●

●

●

●

The debt collection industry is nothing but a fraud
because there is no debt. All bank debts are actually
prepaid and fraudulent.
Debt collectors have no legal right to collect any money
from you, because you have never signed a contract
with them.
Debt collectors have no legal right to report you to the
credit reporting agency (CRA), because you have not
signed a loan contract with them, and therefore they
have no legal right to report you to the CRA. You also
do not have an account with them since there is no
contract.
The Department of Education often does not have the
original loan agreement, and therefore they cannot
legally sue you or force you to pay the fictitious debt.

What to Do When You Get a
Dunning Letter
A dunning letter is basically any
letter that debt collectors send to
you telling you to pay a debt.
The first thing you need to do
when you get a dunning letter is to
read it right away. Do NOT throw it
away or leave it somewhere to
read later. This is because you
have 30 days to respond from the
date you received the dunning
letter. If you do not respond within
30 days, debt collectors will
presume that the debt is valid.
To download the example of the
dunning letter, click here.

How to Respond to the Dunning
Letter with a Debt Validation Letter
After you read the dunning letter, if it is
addressed to you, send the debt collector a
letter of demand for validation. Make sure
you send it certified mail.
The purpose of this debt validation letter is to
demand absolute irrefutable proof that you
have a contractual obligation to pay the debt
collector. If the debt collector cannot validate
the debt, they cannot legally demand you to
pay. They are also prohibited to contact you
and they cannot sue you in court. The good
news is that debt collectors cannot validate
any debt, because they are not the original
creditor.
Note: Even if the 30 days have passed, you
should still send the debt collector a debt
validation letter.
To download the example of the debt
validation letter, click here.

●

●

●

After you send the debt collector a debt validation
letter, they will often send you a bunch of bogus
statements. These statements will usually contain
transaction dates, charges, collection costs,
balance due, and other accounting information.
Nearly 99 percent of the time, the debt collector will
not be able to send you a copy of the original loan
agreement (contract). This is because the original
loan agreement was lost, which is why the original
creditor sold the account.
Even if debt collectors have a copy of the original
contract, the contract was between you and the
original creditor. Therefore, debt collectors have no
legal or lawful right to demand you to pay them any
money.

●

●

To overcome this problem, debt collectors will
use scare tactics to scare you to consent to pay
them. This is why they are always calling you
and harassing you to pay them. Sometimes
they will even threatening you to force you to
pay them.
If debt collectors cannot scare you to pay them
money, they may take you to court. If they are
successful at taking you to court, they will use
scare tactics to try to trick you to agree that the
debt is yours. Once you agree that the debt is
yours, it is pretty much game over.

●

●

When in court, never admit to the judge that the
debt is yours. Make the attorney representing the
debt collector prove to the court that it is your
debt. Demand the attorney to show you a copy of
the original loan agreement.

In my opinion, it is best to stay out of court
because the court system is very corrupt. When
it comes to debt collectors, an effective way to
stay out of court is to send each debt collector a
debt validation letter. Remember, if debt
collectors cannot validate the debt, they cannot
take you to court.

This is why it is so important
to send each debt collector a
debt validation letter. When
sending a debt validation
letter, make sure you send it
certified mail, so that you
can track the letter to see if
they received it or not.
To check to see if they
received it, go to USPS.com
and type in the tracking
number into the appropriate
form. If they did receive it,
print out the information and
store it in a safe place. Make
sure you save everything
(i.e., dunning letters, receipts,
validation letters)

Fill out this certified mail form at the
USPS office and give this form along with
the envelope that has your debt validation
letter inside it to one of the postal service
workers.

What is the Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act (FDCPA)?
●

●

The FDCPA is a United States federal law that
was passed by congress to prevent unfair debt
collection practices. According the
FederalReserve.gov, this federal law, “which
became effective in March 1978, was designed
to eliminate abusive, deceptive, and unfair debt
collection practices.
The FDCPA applies only to the collection of debt
incurred by a consumer primarily for personal,
family, or household purposes. It does not apply
to the collection of corporate debt or debt owed
for business or agricultural purposes.”

●

●

●

Debt collectors hate the FDCPA because it is
nearly impossible for them to contact you without
violating the FDCPA. This is because you have
never contracted with them. Every time a debt
collector violates the FDCPA, the debt collector
could be fined up to $1,000 in statutory damages.
For example, if you take a debt collector to court
for violating the FDCPA, if you win, you can get up
to $1,000 plus court fees. For this amount of
money, most debt collectors will just settle with you
out of court. Be aware that the FDCPA has a 1
year statue of limitation, so you must take legal
action within 1 year of the violation.
To download or view the FDCPA, click here.

Common FDCPA violations
Debt collectors are in violation of the FDCPA if they:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Use threatening language (written or spoken) or any kind of
implied threat towards you
Fail to identify themselves as a debt collector through letter
or phone call
Fail to send you a verification of the debt in writing within five
days of the first contact by phone or letter.
Try to collect a debt after dispute without providing proper
validation
Sue you on a debt after the statute of limitation has expired
Misrepresentation of the character, amount, or legal status of
the alleged debt
Send you a letter in an envelope with words (i.e., collection,
recovery) or symbols on it indicating debt collection business

What is the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (FCRA)?
●

●

The FCRA is a United States federal law that
regulates how credit reporting agencies (CRAs)
use consumer's information. This federal law
prohibits CRAs from reporting outdated negative
information and information that is not accurate. In
most cases, a CRA may not report negative
information that is more than seven years old, or
bankruptcies that are more than 10 years old.
Section 623(a) of the FCRA prohibits furnishers
(i.e., creditors, debt collectors) from reporting
information to a CRA if the furnisher “knows or has
reasonable cause to believe that the information is
inaccurate.”

●

●

The FCRA permits a private action for both
willful and negligent violations of the act. A
negligent violation entitles a consumer to actual
damages, and willful one entitles a consumer to
actual, statutory, and punitive damages.
(Safeco Ins. Co. of America v. Burr, 551 U.S. 47
(2007) at 53 (citing 15 U.S.C. § 1681n &
1681o).
The FCRA's statute of limitation is somewhat
confusing, because an action must be filed
within two years after the discovery of the
violation or five years after the violation occurs,
whichever is earlier.

●

●

If you file a lawsuit within the statue of
limitation, under the FCRA, you can get $1,000
per a credit pull for damages. This means that if
they pulled your credit 20 times without a
permissible purpose or your permission, you
can sue them up to $20,000.
An entity has to have permissible purpose or
your permission to pull your credit. Otherwise, it
is in violation of the FCRA. Permissible purpose
means that they need to be able to prove that
you have an account with them.

●

●

When debt collectors pull your credit, most of
the time they are in violation of the FCRA,
because debt collectors cannot prove that they
have a permissible purpose to pull your credit.
This is due to the fact that they cannot actually
prove that you owe them money, because you
never sign a contract with them.
FCRA violation can also occur if a debt collector
continues to report information about your credit
report after you have demanded debt validation
from them and they have failed to provide it.

●

●

Whenever you send a “notice of dispute” letter
to the Credit Reporting Agency (CRA) to
dispute a negative information in your credit
report, the CRA has to notify the furnisher to do
a “reasonable investigation.” For this reason, it
is better to dispute negative information on your
credit report directly with the CRA than the
furnisher.
If the furnisher fails to do a “reasonable
investigation,” it becomes liable under section
1681s-2(b) of the FCRA for actual damages.

●

●

●

If the furnisher does not take action to remove
the negative information from your credit report
after the furnisher has failed to do a reasonable
investigation, you can sue the furnisher $1,000
for each month of violation.
For example, once the time of investigation is
over, if the negative information still shows on
your credit report after 5 months, you can sue
them for $5,000.
Keep in mind that the FCRA has a statue of
limitation, so you have to file your lawsuit within
two years after the discovery of the violation or
five years after the violation occurs, whichever
is earlier.

●

●

If you want to learn how to use the FDCPA, FCRA,
and other federal laws to defend yourself from debt
collectors and make them pay you money, a good
website to check out is WhatLiesInYourDebt.com.
To download the FCRA, click here.

Why It is Better to Stay Out of Court
●

●

If you become an expert of the FDCPA, the
FCRA, and other federal laws, you can make a
decent living suing debt collectors. However,
the court system in the USA is run by a bunch
of traitors, so it would be wise to not support it.
This is what I do to stay out of court. When debt
collectors send me a dunning letter, I send each
of them a debt validation letter within 30 days. If
they cannot validate the debt, by law, they have
to stop collection activities, and that means that
they cannot take me to court.

●

Sending a debt validation letter is only one way
that could help you stay out of court. Other
ways to help you stay out of court involve
claiming back your sovereignty. These methods
often require knowing certain basic things about
Natural Law, trust law, contract law, common
law, and admiralty/maritime law. I will talk about
these laws in my second seminar.

The Solutions for Stopping the
International Banksters
●

There are many solutions for stopping the International
Banksters from destroying our future. Here are some
effective solutions:
–

Stop supporting the corporations of the Banksters
as much as possible

–

Educate people about the dark agendas of the
Banksters

–

Avoid making contracts with the Banksters

–

Invest in “free energy” technology

–

Stop supporting wars and crimes against humanity;
all major wars are engineered by the Banksters

–

–
–
–
–
–

Use cryptocurrency (i.e., Bitcoin) as much as
possible to purchase goods and services
instead of Federal Reserve Notes and credit
cards
Learn to barter and support your local stores
and farmer's market
Claim back your sovereignty and stop relying on
the government
Remove your consent and learn about Natural
Law and the legal system
Take personal responsibility for your actions and
stop acting like a slave
Unite the human race and teach more people to
become light warriors

What is a Light Warrior?
●

When I say “light warrior,” I'm not talking about an assassin or a
soldier. What I'm talking about is a being who has the integrity,
the courage, and the wisdom to use the Laws of Nature and the
Energy Forces of Nature to defend himself/herself. In other
words, a light warrior is a human being or a spiritual being who
has:
–

Wisdom

–

Courage

–

Virtue

–

Honor

–

Love

–

Integrity

–

Morals

–

Spiritual awareness

–

The will to defend his or her rights and the rights of others

How to Stop Supporting the
Corporations of the Banksters
●

●

●

The Banksters are able to control nearly every major
aspect of our lives, because of our support and
ignorance. Therefore, to prevent them from controlling
our lives and destroying our future, we need to educate
ourselves and become aware of their dark agendas.
Furthermore, we need to stop supporting their
corporations and systems as much as possible and
create new systems to replace them.
One effective way to stop supporting their systems is
by voting with our money. Instead of buying their
unhealthy conventional foods and harmful
pharmaceutical drugs, buy organic foods and learn to
use natural medicine.

●

●

●

When we eat healthy foods, we do not need to
worry about health problems as much. Did you
know that there are cures for pretty much every
disease, including cancer, but the Banksters do
not want us to know about them?
Invest in “free energy” technology and support
inventors who are building free energy
generators. If you do not believe that free
energy is real, read one of my articles about
free energy.
Free energy technology is the answer to all our
economic problems, because the cost of goods
and services depends heavily on the cost of
energy.

●

●

By using free energy generators to power our
homes and businesses, we can reduce the cost
of living by 90 percent or more. Imagine paying
a few dollars each month for your electricity bill.
How cool is that? Free energy generators can
make this a reality.
Free energy technology will reduce the
Banksters' power to control us, because it will
destroy their oil empire. The energy industry is
their number one source of income.

Support Decentralized Systems Like
Bitcoin and Meshnet
●

●

A centralized system relies on a few individuals
to make important decisions for the community.
Those individuals usually work in a high
position of power, and therefore they have great
control over the decision of everyone below
them.
On the other hand, a decentralized system
relies on nearly every individual to make
decisions. However, the very important
decisions are usually made by a few individuals
with the support of everyone else.

●

●

When it comes to efficiency, centralized
systems are usually better than decentralized
systems, since there are only a few individuals
making important decisions. However, in a
society where people do not pay attention to
what their authorities and leaders are doing,
centralized systems can be used to enslave the
people. This is exactly what is happening to us.
Decentralized systems are often less efficient
than centralized systems, but with the right
technologies, many of the inefficiencies of
decentralized systems can be fixed. One
technology that has made decentralized
systems more efficient is cryptocurrency.

●

●

Cryptocurrency was made possible through the stunning
works of Satoshi Nakamoto. In 2008, Nakamoto
surprisingly found a way to create a decentralized
network based on cryptography that could achieve
consensus or agreement without the oversight of any
central authority entity. His achievements opened up a
whole new way of trading information through the
internet and sparked the Bitcoin movement.
With the invention of Bitcoin, we can use digital currency
to securely purchase goods and services online without
relying on banks. In fact, we can even use it to create
our own bank. If you know how banks truly work, you
should know why cryptocurrency, if used correctly, is
one of the most important inventions for freeing us from
the corporate government and the Banksters! For more
information on decentralized systems, read this article.

Remove Your Consent and Claim
Back Your Sovereignty
●

●

One of the main reasons why the Banksters can control us
is because we keep agreeing to be their slaves through
contracts. To stop being a slave, remove your consent and
take back your sovereignty by letting the Banksters and
their minions know that you are a living, sovereign man or
woman with a soul and not a legal person.
The legal person is the name written in all CAPS, which
can be found on your birth certificate, driver's license,
social security card, etc. This legal person is a corporation
and is what gives them jurisdiction over you. To effectively
claim back your sovereignty, you will need to study and
comprehend Natural Law and the legal system. Read
my empowering article for more information on these two
subjects.

This Will Eventually Happen to Most of Us Unless
We Stop Supporting the Banksters

I'm Not Here to Save Anyone
●

●

I'm not here to save anyone because each of you
already have all the necessary powers you need
to save yourself. If I were to save you, it would
not teach you how to be a responsible being.
Instead, it will teach you how to be a slave.
Slavery thinking is one of the main reasons why
humanity has been enslaved for millennia.
The last thing we need on Earth is more light
cowards. My goal is to teach you how to become
a light warrior, not a light coward. Because of
this, I cannot play the role of the nice guy.

●

●

Some people have said to me that since I know
so much about the financial and legal system, I
should represent them in court. To make it clear
to everyone, I'm NOT going to represent
anyone in court.
Why is that you may ask? Because by
representing someone in court, I'm playing the
role of the savior. This is not going to teach that
person responsibility. Plus, this will take a lot of
my time away from doing what I came here to
do, which is to teach people about the topics on
my websites.

Your Thought Can Change the World!
●

●

●

Thought is a subtle energy that influences everything we
do, because every action involves the use of thought.
Even though it is subtle, thought is the most powerful
manifestation energy force in the Universe. It is so
powerful that it has the power to manifest energy into
matter.
When you think you are weak and powerless, and believe
that you cannot change the world, it affects the collective
human consciousness, which is the thought field that
creates our reality here on Earth. Your own thoughts only
affect this thought field to a small degree. However, if the
rest of humanity thinks that they cannot change the world,
it affects this thought field to a very large degree.
Why do you think the Banksters like to use the mainstream
media to condition us how to think?

●

By changing how you think, you are already
making a difference. That is the power of
thought. Remember, real power comes from the
energy of the people. The Banksters and their
government cannot thrive without our support,
just like how a company cannot survive without
us buying its product.

A Quick Introduction to Natural Law
●

●

Natural Law, also known as the Laws of Creation, the
Laws of the Prime Creator, the Laws of Nature, the
Laws of the Universe, Spiritual Laws, and Cosmic
Laws, is a body of organic Spiritual Laws used by
Nature to manage everything in the Universe. Without
Natural Law, life and reality cannot exist.
The process of learning Natural Law teaches you how
to be a more responsible being. This is extremely
important for the reason that personal responsibility is
one of the requirements for ascending to higher levels
of consciousness. Once you learn how to utilize the
powers of Natural Law to empower you, it is like
having your own superpowers!

A Message of Hope!
“Never doubt that a small group of people
can change the world. Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.” ~ Margaret Mead

My Next Seminar
●

My next seminar, which is about Natural Law,
will be on March 14, 2015. At the end of the
seminar, I will be doing a short introduction on
ascension. If you do not want to wait until March
to learn about these two topics, I recommend
reading my book Staradigm (Second Edition).

